<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Products and Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **MARVELL** | - Multicore Processors  
- Infrastructure Processors  
- Fibre Channel & Ethernet Adapters  
- Security Processors & FIPS Adapters  
- Security Appliances  
- Ethernet Switch Solutions  
- Copper & Optical Transceivers  
- Automotive Ethernet  
- Storage Products |
| **AQUANTIA** | - Interface  
- Power Management  
- Clock & Timing  
- Wireless  
- Microcontrollers  
- Data Converters  
- Data & Video  
- Transceivers  
- Display/LED Drivers  
- OTN / Optical Ethernet  
- Crosspoint Switches  
- Flashtec NVRAM Drives  
- Adaptec SAS/ SATA HBAs  
- Adaptec SAS/SATA RAID  
- Adapters  
- Ethernet PHYs  
- Ethernet Switches  
- Power over Ethernet (PoE)  
- PCIe Switches  
- FPGAs & SOCs |
| **MICROCHIP** | - High-Speed USB, PCIe Redrivers and Retimers  
- USB-C Redrivers/Retimers/Switches + PD + TCPC  
- PCIe to USB Bridges  
- Video I/F(DP, HDMI, MIPI, LVDS..) Converters/ Muxes/ DeMuxes/Retimers Redrivers |
| **Parade** | - Non-Volatile DIMMs  
- Solid State Drives (SSD)  
- Embedded SSDs  
- DRAM Memory Modules |
| **Micron** | - DRAM Modules  
- NAND  
- Managed NAND  
- NOR  
- Flash  
- Client  
- Enterprise  
- Automotive/Industrial SSDs  
- Pico  
- Crucial DRAM Modules and SSDs |
| **ATP** | - Memory Cards, SSDs, Managed NAND and DRAM Modules  
- Industrial DRAM Modules, NVDIMM, Flash Storage and Rugged SSDs |
| **EDGE MEMORY** | - AVANT DRAM Modules & SSDs |
| **SMART Modular Technologies** | - Ethernet NICs, SmartNIC, Switch Systems, Cables & Transceivers  
- InfiniBand Adapters, Switch Systems, Cables & Transceivers  
- 10/16G & 25G Drivers & TIAs  
- Optical Attenuators |
| **Viking Technology** | - 10/25/50/100G Ethernet Adapters  
- 8G/16G/32G Fibre Channel Adapters  
- 10/16G & 25G Drivers & TIAs  
- Optical Attenuators |
| **FINISAR** | - Optical Transceivers  
- Active Optical Cables |
| **HGTECH** | - 1G to 400G Optical transceivers and Cables:  
- SFP, SFP+, QSFP, QSFP DD |
| **ABB** | - End to End power conversion solutions  
- AC/DC Power suppliers up to 14 Kwatts  
- DC/DC Isolated : 1/16th of a brick to ½ brick.  
- DC/DC Highly dense and highly resilient POLs with high current and possibility to use in parallel |
| **ebmpapst** | - World’s leading source for engineered air movement solutions  
- Compact / Axial / Centrifugal Fans  
- Tangential / Gas / Circulation Blowers  
- Pumps / Motors |
| **ProLabs** | - TAA compliant and OEM Compatible Optical transceivers, DACs and AOCs |
| **GIGABYTE** | - Servers |
| **AMPERE** | - Coming soon |

**Contact Information:**
- **Western North America:** (408) 404-8411  
  - **Eastern North America:** (978) 856-0111  
  - **Europe:** +011-44-797-915-0380  
  - **Asia Pacific:** +886-983-685-582  
  - **Israel:** +972-54-456-2670